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Some Short Teaching (Sermon) Notes 
 
Introduction 
To us mere mortals, Angels appear to be extremely prophetic beings, possessing a wealth of 
knowledge that is the envy of everyone else on earth. 

 But, do they prophesy? 
 What do you think? 
 As an exercise in self reflection, note down your opinion so you can check it later.  

Does the Bible ever say that Angels prophesy? Not sure? You’re not alone there, very few people 
really understand what Biblical prophesy is, and even more people are not sure what angels 
really do, so when you put those two together there is bound to be a great deal of confusion.  

Let’s face it, these days, there are so many television programs about angels, apparitions, and 
ghosts, etc., and each one seems to assume different or even conflicting understandings of what 
angels are and what they do. No wonder people are confused! It seems to me that there is so 
much of this confusion around that people have generally given up believing there is a book that 
provides many of the real answers. 

 To reveal some appropriate backgrounds for this variation of the subject of prophesy, let’s 
consider the following questions. 

 

What is Required to Prophesy? 
Useful question number one is extremely basic. What is required? What are the essential 
elements? The answer is very revealing. If you ask this in a meeting, there will be wide range of 
replies, because people will respond according to their personality type, but the core essentials 
are:  

1. Boldness  2. A message.  3. Faith.  4. Wisdom.  5. And many other possibilities. 

A revelation? – Do we need a revelation to prophesy? The answer is, ‘no not really’, we have to 
receive something, so we need a message, but it may be something predictable that is not really 
a revelation to us. 

Faith – OK, this is a variation of that age old question, what is Faith? 

It’s time to reveal the first clue to answer the article’s opening question of “Do Angel’s Prophesy?”  

What is faith? Hebrews 11:1 says that faith is being sure of things we hope for, and the promise 
of things yet to come. 

Therefore clue one is that we need faith to prophesy, because we are possibly revealing 
something that is unknown to us (or some of those hearing), and it takes faith to trust that God 
will reward those that reach out for the unknown. 

  



What is Prophesy For? 
There are plenty of options such as: 

1. The Future – For foretelling or forth telling (does that mean the outcome is certain? – No! 
consider the message given to Jonah. 

2. Breakthrough – For getting over a life sized obstacle. 

3. Public or Private – A lot of private words are mistakenly spoken in public 

4. For Direction (1Tim 4:14) Do not neglect your gift … given … through a prophetic 
message… 

5. To Raise Faith – The faith of others, etc. 

  

What is Prophesy Not For? 
It is not for general instruction on Biblical principles; that is Bible study. 

Clue Two: It is not for passing on information that someone else told us, e.g. Radio news 
broadcast, or a private briefing from someone standing next to us. Just think about this for a 
minute. This is information received in a normal every day fashion. The more you ponder that 
answer the more you will understand about this subject. 

  

What does the Bible say about Angels prophesying? 
Clue Three: 1Cor 13:6-10 Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always 
protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails. But where there are 
prophecies, they will cease; where there are tongues, they will be stilled; where there is 
knowledge, it will pass away. For we know in part and we prophesy in part, but when perfection 
comes, the imperfect disappears. 

This is the definitive reference for this subject. Let's spell this out:  

 God is perfect and will forever be perfect. These verses contrast what is perfect with what 
is imperfect. 

 All prophesy, tongues, and knowledge received as a spiritual gift is imperfect and 
therefore will pass away. 

 Prophecy is an imperfect medium - for imperfect people like us. 

 Angels are perfect - therefore they don't need prophesy because they are passing on the 
accurate truth of God. 

Therefore, God’s Angels are passing on messages that are 100% accurate; these messages 
perfectly reflect divine will and were probably received in the actual presence of God. They have 
a perfect memory, therefore it is not prophetic, because there is no factor of uncertainty, and no 
faith is required.  

Is their message any less important if we adopt this conclusion? On the contrary, their message 
becomes even more important. 
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